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Chrome android new tab page

Back in Chrome 54, Google replaced Chrome on Android's New Tab page with a new design that prominently featured the suggested content — similar to Google Now's feed. To quote Douglas Adams, It's been a lot of people very angry and have been widely regarded as a bad move. Switching to the old design was possible by disabling some Chrome flags, but a recent Chrome
58 update removes this feature. If you're not a fan of chrome's cluttered new tab page, there are some solutions you can try to make a little more usable. You can even mix and match features to create a more personalized design. Removing the suggested content removing the recommended article list is quite simple. Locate #enable-ntp-remote-suggestions flag and set it to
disabled. Once you've done this and reopened Chrome, the list will no longer appear on the New Tab page. Removing the recent downloads and offline pages of the New Tab page also shows recent file downloads by default, but it's pretty easy to remove as well. Locate #enable-ntp-asset-download-suggestions flag and set it to Disabled. Then run Chrome again and it must be
gone. In addition, the pages you've saved for offline reading appear on the New Tab page. If you want, you can turn it off by #enable-ntp-offline-page-download-suggestions. Remove recently visited bookmarks By default, Chrome's New Tab page shows recently visited bookmarks. You can also turn it off by #enable-ntp-bookmark suggestion flag. Show tabs for other devices if you
know Chrome syncs open tabs across all your devices so you can easily pick it up from where you left it. There's a hidden flag that adds tabs from other devices to a new tab page. The only catch is that the suggested articles are also turned on, which is a bit of a bummer. To turn it on, make sure #enable-ntp-remote-suggestions and #enable-ntp-inbound session suggestions are
set to Enabled. Then open Chrome again, and you'll need to see tabs from other devices. Turn on the condensed layout If you like suggested content or other features on the page, you might want to turn on the abbreviated page layout new tabs. It removes a large space at the top where the Google logo is usually located, allowing more content to be displayed without scrolling.
Left: Condensed Theme Disabled, Right: Condensed Design Enabled To turn on the condensed layout, simply #ntp the condensed layout flag and re-run Chrome. It is already enabled by default chrome dev, at least on my device, so it may end up in a Chrome stable in the near future. Switching to chrome start interface is constantly changing, and there's another new page
interface reworking under development. This is called Chrome Home, and the address bar is moved to the bottom of the screen. With this new The New Tab page is available when you turn from the address bar and includes download navigation icons, icons, and history. This new design only works for Chrome Dev and Canary right now. To try it out, #enable-chrome-home and
#ntp-google-g-in-omnibox to Enabled and reopen Chrome. There you have it – some tips to make Chrome's New Tab page less awful. Let us know in the comments, if you have any suggestions, we did not mention. Enable the bottom tab bar in Chrome. Close-up of the tab bar. You will get a favicon for each tab. If you have too many tabs, the tab bar will scroll. Anyone reading
this may be using multiple tabs on a desktop computer, but on mobile devices, tab management can be tricky. On an Android tablet, Chrome looks like a real browser with the top tab bar, but you don't get any tab users on your phone. There is a button that will take you to a cascade of UI for various Chrome windows, but the one-touch tab strip hasn't existed for Chrome phones
so far! A new Chrome Android experiment, first spotted by Android police, will add a tab bar to the bottom of the Chrome window. Tabs take the form of site favicons, and like on a real computer, one touch will switch between tabs. A slightly close icon appears next to it, which means that you will close it when you tap the tab again. The X button on the left will close the tab bar
completely, and the plusposs button on the right will open a new tab. Now for some people, chrome beta has this feature, and you'll need to turn on the flag to enable it. To turn it on, paste chrome://flags/#enable-conditional-strip the address bar, press Enter, enable the flag, and restart it. For the time being it can be a kind of finicky pops up at first. When I first open the browser
chrome, sometimes I have to touch the old window switch button so that the tab strip appears. It's just an experiment, and Android Police says it obviously doesn't work for some people. So probably have the server-side switch involved, too. Advertising This UI seems like a big improvement compared to the current version of Chrome. The lack of a tab strip on mobile devices has
made managing multiple tabs a real pain, and Chrome's separate window changer page has several problems. First, the button on it (the number with the squares around it) is all the way to the top of the phone, which makes it difficult to reach. Secondly, it's just a number, and no page names or favicons give you absolutely no context for what other tabs are open. Third, it's a really
clunky exercise that requires you to tap on a button, scrolling a list of thumbnails, and another tap to load a new page. All these problems make the Chrome tab button really easy to simply ignore and never use. Faster, easier, closer tab bar is faster, simpler, and closer to your fingers than the old window switch button. Favicons provide context about what tabs are open and what
tabs are easy to close, and the increasing line of tabs encourages you to actually close unwanted tabs. Strip hides the same way as the address bar does that appears when you leave the window alone and and away off off off off the off if too many tabs are open, you can scroll horizontally through the tab bar with swipe. If you've ever used a desktop browser, you instantly know
how it works, and it seems crazy it's taken so long to develop. Hopefully Google keeps this feature around. The Chrome team is known to launch and then kill experiments like this without them ever hitting a solid channel. The tab bar is made up of a previous experiment that allowed groups of tabs on mobile devices (just like the desktop) where the tab bar was confusingly
displayed only in the tab group. Now, the regular old tab strip makes a lot more sense. Listing the image in Chrome I've basically decided I'm sick of the New Tab page. I would much rather just have my new tabs open chrome://bookmarks. Surprise! It does not exist on mobile devices. How do I change tabs chrome://newtab to someone I want? Ideally your html file bet on: empty
would be acceptable too. 2. Page 4 comments For most users, the default tab page in Chrome works very well for their purposes. But if you would like to choose what opens a new tab for yourself, then we have some alternative solutions for you. By default, when you open a new tab in Chrome, you'll see the search bar, Google logo, and thumbnail elements for the most visited
sites. However, you can customize the default new tab page a bit (not much), set the New Tab page to a blank page, choose a custom URL to display, or install an extension that adds functionality to the new tab page. Read on to find out what's right for you. Customize the default new tab page Start with the Chrome default tab page. Chrome will automatically link to the webpages
you've visited as items. The only way to customize the default New Tab page is to delete items from the page. To do this, move the mouse over the item you want to delete and click the X button that becomes available in the upper-right corner of the item. You see a message at the bottom of the New Tab page where the thumbnail was removed. You can get the thumbnail back by
clicking the Undo link. Items are created from your browsing history. Deleting an item does not delete the linked link in your browsing history. Therefore, if you want to restore all deleted items, you can do so by clicking the Restore All link at the bottom of the New Tabs page. The message and links at the bottom of the New tab page will deepen after a bit, but you can click the X to
remove them manually. Show a blank page If you don't want anything on the New tab page, you can make it blank. There are two simple extensions that will give you a blank new tab page. The Blank New Tab Page extension does exactly what it says: when you open a new tab, it is completely empty. Update: The extension below is no longer available. Blank new tab page with
bookmark is self-evident. Unlike a blank new tab tab this extension will display a blank page with the bookmarks bar at the top. Even if you have the bookmark bar off (Chrome menu &gt; Bookmarks &gt; Show bookmarks bar [not checked]), it will show your bookmarks at a time on a new tab page, which can be handy. Add your URL update: The following suggested extension is
no longer available. Instead, we recommend that you try to redirect a new tab. You can also show one of your favorite sites, such as The How-To Geek, on the New Tab page. However, this is not a built-in feature in Chrome, so we need to install the extension. The simplest one we found that works well is the new tab URL. The only permission for this extension is to replace the
page you see when you open a new tab, so this must be secure. (The Replace New Tab page extension was previously suggested, but it no longer exists.) Install the New tab URL extension, and then click the button that came with the toolbar. Select Opportunities from the drop-down menu. Enter the URL of the webpage that you want to display in the new tab in the edit box, and
then press Ctrl+Enter on your keyboard. The next time you open a new tab, the URL you visit appears on the New Tab page. Improve the New tab page with additional functionality Other extensions completely creates your new tab pages with various features and many customizations, such as adding and reordiding items to a page, displaying bookmarks and recently closed tabs,
and changing the background and style of the page, we tested several extensions that enhance the New Tab page and found one called Humble New Tab Page, which has several useful features that appear in a new tab in a simple, easy-to-use layout. It shows items such as bookmarks, most visited websites, apps, recently closed tabs, and even weather. Install the Humble New
Tab page extension, open a new tab, and then click the small wrench icon in the upper-right corner of the page to access the options. A pop-up window with four tabs appears on the right side of the page. The Settings tab lets you change the settings at the top, choose which content to display on the New Tab page, and specify the location and weather conditions in Celsius or
Fahrenheit if you choose to display it. The toolbar also contains a button that also provides access to the Options pop-up window. You can change the look and feel by using the Appearance tab. Set the font, colors, layout, highlights, and animation. You can even choose your own background image. If you want to use this extension on another profile or on another computer, you
can back up your settings. To do this, click the Import/Export tab in the Settings pop-up window. Select the text in the Export settings box, copy it, paste it into a text file, and save it. To restore settings, copy the settings from the text file and paste the text into the Import box For those of you who have experience with cascading style sheets, you can use them to further customize
the custom from a new tab page. To do this, copy the CSS code from the Generated CSS box, change the values in the text editor, and then copy and paste the revised CSS code into the Custom CSS box. You can also rearrange items on a page by dragging and dropping them. You'll see a black dot indicating where the item will be placed. You can even create additional
columns by dragging and dropping an item until a vertical black line appears. There are many other extensions in the Chrome Web Store that let you customize the New Tab page in different ways. Browse around if none of the above matches your style; You are sure to find anything you want. How.
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